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How lucky we were to have Nan Rich as our Speaker for our “Hi Tea by
the Sea” Membership Tea. She moved our audience as she spoke with
such knowledge and authority on our state government. The event was
a major success because so many of you volunteered to help with sit up,
take down, food preparation, and clean up.
Patricia Farley Crutcher
President

Our volunteers included: John Lasseter, Bob Hopkins, Mary Hopkins, David McKinney,
Jodi James, Jacki Lombardo, Raphael Lombardo, Gerry Kapushy, GG Bender, Cathy Stanton, Bea Gillespie, Roberta Swain, Frances Speegel, Chuck Speegle, Peggy Lushine, Kelly
Crutcher, Lou Simpson, Millie Ulrich, Bonnie Ollinger, and even her guest Marilyn, Milly
Krause and Madeline Farley, who worked non-stop for weeks to plan and gather supplies
for this project with me .
WE managed, with a great deal of work, to actually do the event for 100 people, and to
have such a huge crowd on a holiday weekend. Some of our members also donated funds
to help with the cost of this event. We received $180, which allowed us to not go over our
projected budget, even with renting the building. Thank you all very much.
The primary purpose of the Tea is to garner new members for our organization. We passed
out a lot of membership applications at the event and want you to follow up with any
guests that you brought with you. Please ask or remind them to join and to attend any of
our future meetings. At the current date we have received 4 new members—Betty Neylor,
Loretta Mills, Dan and Jan Sorkowitz—WE welcome you as new members and look forward to working with you on our projects.

Super Mule
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“Democratic Women are the Life of the Party” is a famous bumper sticker, and we are really the heart of the party. As our club numbers increase, so does our circles of influence.
We have more workers to register voters, more members to encourage other women to run
for office and make their voices heard, more resources to help raising money for our candidates, more participants to write letters to editors educating other citizens on important
issues such as family planning, health, care, Medicaid expansion, and pay equity. Getting
more women involved is one of the best ways to increase our chances of winning future
elections. In the last Presidential election women were 53% of the electorate. We were
decisive in electing the president and contributed to electing more women to Congress. We
are 53% and our voice is growing.

When and Why did the good guys—the people like firefighters, police,
teachers and nurses—become the bad guys?
While sharing high responsibility, huge workloads and low pay scales, this
group also has in common good things like “helping”, “saving”, “protecting”
and “teaching” our society. This group is essential to our public’s well-being. So
when did they become the bad guys?
Another thing the group had in common was a safe retirement system being in place after years of serving the public. That retirement plan looks like a source of new revenue for Wall Street, so ALEC (American Legislative and
Exchange Council) is pushing your legislators to do away with all the public
retirement systems and force individuals into 401K systems, so they can make
more money.
Please call both your state and national legislators and tell them to leave the
Florida Retirement System and Social Security alone. Public Scrutiny is the
best way to tell the good guys from the bad guys. The bad guys are legislators who push for “template” legislation backed by powerful corporations to
serve their business interests at the expense of hard working citizens and they
deserve to be voted out of office.

Last Thursday House Republicans introduced the misleadingly titled “Working Families Flexibility
Act of 2013,” which is being touted by Republicans as a new comp time bill that will give hourly-paid workers the

flexibility to meet family responsibilities. No Way!! Its major effect would be to hurt workers -- likely increasing
overtime hours for those who don’t want them and cutting pay for those who do.
The proposed legislation undermines the 40-hour work week
that workers have long accepted. The flexibility in this comp
time bill would have employees working unpaid overtime
hours beyond the 40-hour workweek and accruing as many
as 160 hours of compensatory time. A low-paid worker making $10 an hour who accrued that much comp time in lieu of
overtime pay would effectively give his or her employer an
interest-free loan of $1,600 -- equal to a month’s pay. That’s
a lot to ask of a worker making about $20,000 a year. Indeed, any worker who accrues 160 hours of comp time will
in effect have loaned his or her employer a month’s pay. This
same arithmetic provides employers with a powerful incentive to increase workers’ overtime hours. Instead of having
to pay time-and-a-half wages when an hourly-paid employee
works longer than the standard 40-hour work week, the employer incurs no financial cost at the time the extra hours are
worked.
Oh yes—and the employer gets to determine when and if the employee gets to use the comp time. Any Flexibility
here goes to the employer….That’s just what you would expect from the House Republicans.

Instead of honestly and adequately addressing the healthcare needs of Floridians, the Republican leaders in the
State House and Senate are playing a high-stakes political game.
Worse yet, they’re playing that game with our tax dollars – billions of tax dollars.
Medicaid expansion is a vitally important component of the Affordable Care Act. How it’s implemented affects the
lives of more than 1 million Floridians who barely get by on incomes at or near the poverty level.
While none of the proposed plans in the House or Senate embrace the spirit of the Affordable Care Act – the plan
that came out of the House of Representatives is egregious, outrageous, and nothing short of an affront to the sensibilities of all fair-minded Floridians.
Cloaked in an elaborate maze of pseudo-philosophic rhetoric, the House is pushing a plan that refuses to accept
$55 billion in Federal funds over 10 years that would cover 1 million Floridians and instead spends $2.37 billion of state tax dollars over 10 years to provide limited services to as few as 115,000 low-income and uninsured
Floridians.
That’s not acceptable – under any terms.
The State Senate’s “Healthy Florida” proposal is also far from perfect – but at least it does cover 10-times as many
Floridians as the House plan and takes advantage of more than $55 billion in Federal tax dollars – tax dollars that
will go to other states if we don’t use them.
I support Medicaid Expansion as envisioned under the Affordable Care Act – which happens to be the law of the
land. And I support accepting every penny of Federal funds available to implement it.
It’s the right thing to do.
It’s time for the Republican leadership to set aside politics and turn their attention to the needs of the people they
were elected to serve.
We can do better. We must do better.
Nan

The legislative session is winding down in Tallahassee. Be vigilant. This is
when the crazy bills start flying. Just last week the Van Zant Racial Abortion
Bill passed the Florida House causing most members of the Black Caucus to
walk out!!!!
Thank you to Milly Krause, GiGi Bender, Laura Fausone and Terry Sanders,
who traveled to Tallahassee to participate in the 2013 Tally Days. The DWC
had over 110 participants and a packed two days of learning and lobby visits.
For the first time since 2008 the ERA had a hearing in the Florida legislature.
While the bill did not receive any votes, a
lively debate was had during committee.
Thank you to Rep. Lori Berman and to
our own members Milly Krause and Laura
Fausone who testified on the bill. They
were told they could not repeat what had
been said before by others. Our women
came prepared with a lot of information
and quickly came up with the history of
ERA marches and Jimmy Carter’s views
on women’s equality to present. Great Going ..We are very Proud of YOU!!!
You can get a summary of their experiences at our next meeting, which will be
on Saturday May 4th 11:30 at MeMaw’s.
Above: Our annual SBDWC Club photo taken at our
Membership Tea. We will have some copies available. If you would
one, let us know asap. Call 321-773-2949 or email Patty at
pfarley_101@hotmail.com. They will be 8 x10 and $5.
Left: Jodi James, Patty Farley, Nan Rich and Milly Krause taken at the
Membership Tea.
Patty had an opportunity to meet Senator Bill Nelson in Orlando recently at
the Key Club Convention. Senator Nelson was President of the Key Club
while a member at Melbourne High School and he a later advisor for the Club.
Patty currently is the faculty advisor for the organization, which performs
thousands of hours of community service in Brevard each year. Senator Nelson was the KeyNote Speaker for the Convention. Please note. Senator Nelson
recently came out for Marriage Equality and for gun control—two important
issues endorsed by our DWC.

Anna Eskamani, President of the Greater Orlando DWC and Planned Parenthood advocate is trying to spread
information about Planned Parenthood here in Brevard. Let’s give her a hand. Can you attend?

Super Mule
North Korea has the same ability to launch a nuclear strike against America as I do. It’s like
walking through a parking lot and getting barked at by a chihuahua locked in a car.” –Bill
Maher
“It was revealed today that someone sent President Obama a suspicious letter containing the
poison ricin. It’s a deadly poison made from beans. They said it’s the third worst substance you
can send in the mail behind anthrax and packing peanuts.” –Jimmy Kimmel
“Federal law enforcement agencies say they believe it’s from the same person who sent ricin to a Republican
senator yesterday. At least he’s bipartisan.” –Jimmy Kimmel
“Why does the government charge us postage to send in our tax returns? We have to pay them to pay them. It’s
like giving a slice back to the pizza delivery guy. How about you just deduct 75 cents from what I already paid?”
–Jimmy Kimmel
A long list of celebrities and musicians have signed a letter to President Obama asking him to ease the nation’s
drug enforcement policy. Hollywood celebrities and musicians want the president to ease our drug laws – it’s
always the people you least expect.” –Jay Leno
Last night President Obama hosted Republican senators for dinner at the White House. The president said he had
to do without salt, pepper, and butter – because as you know, the Republicans refuse to pass anything.” –Jay Leno
“North Korean officials reportedly are planning a cyber attack on the U.S. in an effort to bring our economy to a
halt. Nice try guys. You’re five years too late.” –Jay Leno
“Anthony Weiner is making a comeback. He is tan, flaccid and ready. He wants to come back and maybe be the
mayor of New York. There are only two things standing in his way: an unforgiving public and Instagram.” –Bill
Maher
“Margaret Thatcher died on Monday. Sarah Palin was very sad about her passing, but at least now she said
Charles can be king.” –Bill Maher
“Things are still very tense in North Korea. In fact, world leaders are still waiting to see if Kim Jong-un is going
to actually fire a missile after this week’s deadline came and went. Apparently what happened was he messed up
and bought Mentos and regular Coke. “ –Jimmy Fallon
“Iran is gearing up for a big presidential election in June. Yeah, this year it’s gonna be a tight race between Ahmadinejad and the guy they picked to lose to Ahmadinejad.” –Jimmy Fallon
“Because of budget cuts, the Navy may have to cancel Fleet Week, where thousands of sailors dock in New York
City. Of course if you want to see a bunch of people glad to be off a boat, you could just wait for a Carnival cruise
to come in.” –Jimmy Fallon
“According to a new study, our views on immigration are changing. For example, when asked if they support a
path to citizenship, 40 percent of the respondents said, ‘Si.’” –Jay Leno
“I want Kim Jong-un to test a missile because it’s always a spectacular disaster. He’s the only Asian in the world
that doesn’t test well.” –Bill Maher
“John Boehner said today he wants to take away North Korea’s missiles, but he won’t because that’s a slippery
slope from there to gun control.” –Bill Maher
“Republicans did not have the votes for a filibuster, so there will be a debate about the gun bill. And given the recent rash of gun violence, Republicans said it was the least they could do. Literally, they had a meeting and said,
‘What is the least we can do?’” –Bill Maher

Day 42 of the 60 day Legislative Session brings a sense of anticipation. Last week four Republican Representatives said if the
Florida Medical Association won’t get on board; we should go
for legalization and they would support a system of regulation
and control! To those who have taken the time this legislative
session to send an e-mail or make a phone call, I cannot thank
you enough. Being so close to the process, spending every day
in Tallahassee listening to the lawmakers, it is easy to see how
much of a difference you are making. Lawmakers are getting the
message loud and clear. Incoming Speaker Crisafulli assures me that reforming cannabis policy is a conversation happening at the highest level of Florida government.
The legislative process is slow and cumbersome. Just like it takes time to change the
direction of a great ship; so it is with the moving the great state of Florida. I have come
to believe this group of elected officials in Tallahassee is ready to right the wrongs of
their predecessors, but it is a slow going. Nowhere is the law of unintended consequences more strongly felt then in cannabis policies; and many of our lawmakers get
it. Where the intent may have been to protect the most vulnerable; the reality is those
who could most use access to cannabis are made fodder for the criminal justice system.
Florida CAN has made the case for sensible reforms before the decision makers in our
state. When we asked supporters to reach out to Representative Roberson, Chair of
the House Quality Sub-Committee, more than a 1,000 of our supporters responded.
Though he ultimately ran out of time for the workshop, when we cornered Representative Roberson he said if he had done a workshop on the “Cathy Jordan Medical Cannabis Act” that would have been the only thing reported that day. While it works for
me, apparently, what Representative Roberson is doing was bigger than our need for
safe, legal access to cannabis without fear of a jail cell. This past week, we asked you
to write Senator Bean and encourage his committee to host a workshop to hear expert
testimony on therapeutic access to cannabis. The Senator was on board to workshop
the bill when President of the Senate, Don Gaetz, – Republican from Niceville, added
a number of bills to the committee, putting ours off the agenda! What did Don Gaetz
think is more important than making sure people who may lose their life or their senses
have access to cannabis? One bill making its way through the legislature deals with
what color you can dye baby chicks at Easter.

IMPORTANT.
WE must submit our By-Laws for Review by July. Our By-Laws Chair
Frances Speegle is working to update them to meet all the state changes and
I intend to propose a change which we can discuss.
I would like to suggest that we change the wording in our by-laws so that
we can have a membership Tea or Luncheon annually, instead of just a Tea
because a tea is much more expensive than a Luncheon.

Scheduled Events

Next Meeting
Business Meeting
Saturday
May 4th
11:30
Memaw’s
BarBQue
Eau Gallie Blvd
Indian Harbour Beach

Janie Holman
Geraldine Kapushy
Cathy Stanton
Madeline Farley
Alan Jotkoff
Pat Jotkoff
Laura Fausone
Joe Pishgar
Eileen Manning
Bea Gillespie
Maggie Gula
Leonia Francis
Artney Turner
Jackolyn Lombardo
Vicki Impoco
Molly Tasker
www.hodadpix.com
Bessie Barnes
Terry Sanders
Seeta Begui
Milly Krause

Our sincere Thoughts and Prayers
are extended to all the US troops
stationed in Afghanistan, around
the world and also to their families
everywhere.
We pray for the safe return of the
troops, a speedy end to the war and
the wisdom of our leaders to guide
us in this conflict.

Become an SBDWC Booster

Your ad will appear in the newsletter as well as in
the archive at http://sbdwcnewsletter.com where
thousands can view it. A link included in your ad
will be “clickable” so as to send greater traffic to
your site.
Help us find Boosters to cover the costs of printing
our newsletter. Cost for a one line listing is $20
for 6 months or $35 for a year. Cost for a two line
listing is $30 for 6 months or $45 for a year, additional lines extra.
Contact pfarley_101@hotmail.com

You can find archived PDF copies of
these our newsletters at
www.sbdwcnewsletter.com/

